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“I AM DRIVING/BUSY” AUTOMATIC
RESPONSE SYSTEM FOR MOBILE PHONES

to see the caller IDs of all incoming calls and decide whether
or not to pull over and take the call or just take the call while

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

driving and take the risk.
Another prior art feature found in some phones is called
“Quick Text” and it features a menu from which the user can

This is a divisional of prior US. patent application Ser. No.

choose “canned” (already typed and stored in the phone)

12/653,988, ?led Dec. 21, 2009 which is currently co-pend
ing (now allowed). This case is also related to the following
co-pending United States patent applications: Ser. No.
12/658,449, ?led Feb. 8, 2010; Ser. No. 12/803,282; Ser. No.
13/373,326, ?led Nov. 10, 2011; Ser. No. 13/373,323, ?led

responses to send in response to a text message received. In a

Nov. 10, 2011. Recent studies have shown that driving while
texting on a cell phone is more dangerous than driving while
intoxicated. Older studies have linked higher tra?ic accident
rates to talking on cell phones while driving.
However, some people use their cell phones for business

That is, the user receives a noti?cation that a text (SMS)
message has arrived does a keystroke or two to select the text

“Quick Text” capable phone, all the steps to reply to a text
message must be done as they are normally done, but with a
few extra keystrokes, the user can choose a message that has

already been typed instead of having to type a reply message.

application program and select the text message to view, does
a keystroke to put the phone into reply mode but then the user
may do another keystroke to open a menu of canned messages
to send as a reply. Typically, this is a keystroke to select an
“Options” icon (give a command to open a menu which

and do not want clients or customers to wonder why they did

not call back right away. Other people just want to be able to

respond promptly in some fashion without endangering

20

themselves or others so the person calling them or texting
them knows what is going on or does not start to worry since

the person normally responds right away to a text or phone
call.
An article in a Nov. 22, 2009 Dallas newspaper described a

25

subscription system called ZoomSaferTM that renders driving
when a cell phone is present safer. The system uses the GPS
on the phone to detect when the user is driving and then
disables the cell phone until the driver stops the car. This
system is believed to shut off the user’s phone while the user
is driving. The problem with such a system is that the user
may wish to know who is calling or texting, and if the call or
text is important enough, pull over, stop the car and answer the

viously stored and given a nametag by pushing the Onstar
phone button and asking the user to speak the nametag. The
system then automatically dials the phone number stored in
the car’s computer using a cell phone built into the car and
minutes purchased from Onstar. GM has also implemented
BluetoothTM systems to dial the phone owned by the user by
coupling the user’s cell phone to the car’s audio system and
allowing the user to dial a number from a keypad displayed on

the reply screen as the message to be sent. Then another

30

ing and still drive safely.
There has therefore arisen a need for a simple, fast, safe
way for the user of a cell phone who is driving to know who
35

phone is driving or otherwise engaged if the driver chooses
40

not to take the call or reply to the text while driving and
chooses not to pull over and take the call or reply to the text.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

45

50

dial phones. The systems that disable the cell phone using the
GPS have caught the attention of the insurance companies
55

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the environment in which the
invention works and a block diagram of a broad concept of the
invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example along the lines of
the teachings of the invention in the form of a BlackberryTM
Bold smartphone that has been modi?ed to add two Busy:
Respond LaterTM keys 50 for SMS and 52 for a Call to the
hardware.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of another smartphone which has
a single, context-sensitive key that has either been added to

the existing keypad and read by keypad controller or which is
an existing key on the keypad which is read by the kernel
software through a keyboard driver.
FIG. 4 is a diagram of the modi?ed software stack archi

it will offer discounts to customers who use a call-blocking

tecture of a typical smartphone to which the Busy: Respond
LaterTM application has been added.

service to disable their phones. Other companies such as

Aegis Mobility and obdEdge employ systems that place
restrictions on phones based upon the phone’s GPS signal,

is calling or texting, and, with a single push of a button, send
a pre-typed message to a text sender or a pre-recorded voice
message to a caller who is calling in while the owner of a cell

Microsoft are selling systems that rely on voice commands to

because studies show that driving while talking on a cell
phone is dangerous even if the driver is using a headset and
has both hands on the wheel. One insurance company has said

selected. That is quite a few keystrokes and requires too much
attention to the phone, its display and its keypad. It would be
too many keystrokes and diverted attention to do while driv

the navigation system display of the vehicle or from the cell
phone or cell phone address book. The audio of the call is
played through the car’s audio system and a microphone in
the car picks up the driver’s voice and couples it to the cell

phone for transmission using the Bluetooth system. Ford and

This keystroke brings up a list of canned messages that can be
selected and sent such as “thanks”, “yes”, “no”, etc. One or
more keystrokes or scrolling action or trackball action is then
required to select the canned message to send and then
another keystroke is required to put the canned mes sage into

keystroke is required to actually send the canned message just

text or call.

Other companies such as GM assume that drivers’ judg
ment can be trusted and they have implemented handsfree
OnstarTM systems to voice dial numbers that have been pre

includes a command “Add Quick Text”). Then another key
stroke is required to select the “Add Quick Text” command.

60

FIG. 5 is a ?ow diagram of one embodiment for a two Busy

data from the car itself or from nearby cell towers. Any
incoming calls are routed to voice mail or a message explain

button process implemented by a Busy: Respond LaterTM
application to automatically respond to a Busy button push in

ing that the phone’s user is driving. Exceptions can be made
for certain numbers. The exceptions are the only control the

either of two ways depending upon which button was pushed.

user of the cell phone has in these systems to allow a call to
come through. This puts too much restriction on the driver to

anticipate who might be calling and gives the driver no option

FIG. 6 is a ?owchart for one example of a single, context
65

sensitive BRL app process where the BRL app responds in
either of two Ways depending upon what the context was
when the context sensitive Busy button was pushed.

US 8,364,l83 B2
3

4

FIG. 7 is a ?owchart for one example of a single-button,
context-sensitive embodiment to, upon one or more pushes of

LaterTM process is intended to cover at least all four of these

a single Busy button, both launch the Busy application 169

launched.
The Busy: Respond LaterTM button or buttons can either be

embodiments for how the Busy: Respond LaterTM process is

(FIG. 4) and uses it to send an automated text message in
response if a text message was just received or, if an incoming

a new button or buttons added to the phone or to the keypad of

cellular phone call is being received when said Busy button is

the phone, as is illustrated in the examples, or already existing

pushed, play an automated voice response to the cellular
phone caller and then automatically sends the call to voice
mail and records any message the caller leaves.

buttons on the phone or keypad of the phone. In some embodi
ments, the outgoing message can be ?xed such as “I am busy

right now and will respond later”. In other embodiments, the
outgoing automated message (text or voice message) can be
selected by the user during con?guration of the Busy:
Respond LaterTM application from a number of different
“canned” messages supplied by the manufacturer of the
phone. In other embodiments, the outgoing message or mes

FIG. 8 is a ?owchart for one example of a single-button,
context-sensitive embodiment to, upon one or more pushes of

a single Busy button both launches the Busy application 169
(FIG. 4) and uses it to send an automated text message in
response if a text message was just received or, if an incoming

cellular phone call is being received when said Busy button is

sages is a message that the user types in and/ or records using
a voice notes application, if the phone has one. In other

pushed, plays an automated voice response to the cellular
phone caller and then hang up the phone to end the call
without sending the caller to voicemail.

may be established by the user by importing an MP3 ?le
recorded on another device into the phone or by downloading

FIG. 9 is a ?owchart for one example of a two-button “one
push” embodiment to, upon one or more pushes of a single

embodiments, the outgoing Busy: Respond LaterTM message
20

Busy button, both automatically launch the Busy application

service from which text and voice messages for the Busy:
Respond LaterTM application may be downloaded for free or

169 (FIG. 4) and use it to automatically send a pre-typed text
message in response if a text message was just received or, if

an incoming call is being received when said Busy button is
pushed, play an automated voice response to a caller and then
automatically send the call to voice mail and record any
message the caller leaves.
FIG. 10 is a ?owchart for one example of a two-button “one
push” embodiment to, upon one or more pushes of a single

25

A single button, context sensitive embodiment, can be

30

169 (FIG. 4) and use it to automatically send a pre-typed text
message in response if a text message was just received or, if

an incoming call is being received when said Busy button is
35

automatically hang up the phone without sending the call to
voicemail.
FIG. 11 is a ?owchart of a two-key embodiment which

requires multiple pushes within a short time to automatically

launch the Busy application 169 (FIG. 4) and automatically

40

implemented in “hot key” embodiments with two pre-exist
ing keys on the cell phone keypad which must be pushed
simultaneously for the Busy: Respond LaterTM technology to
be triggered. When the Busy: Respond LaterTM technology is
triggered, it sends an automated response to the sender of a
text or the caller of an incoming call informing them of the
busy status of the user of the cell phone.
Similar embodiments are implemented for two button
embodiments where one button is used to automatically
respond to an SMS message and another button is pushed to
automatically answer an incoming call and respond with an
appropriate message. Either or both of these buttons can be
added to the phone or the existing keypad or they can be

existing keys on the phone or keypad or they can be existing
keys on the phone or keypad which will trigger the automated
response only if another “hot key” on the phone or keypad is
pushed simultaneously. The hot key embodiments are not

send a pre-typed text reply to a text sender or a pre-recorded
voice response to a caller.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

for a fee. In con?gurable message embodiments, the user can
pick the mes sage to be sent or played before they get in the car
and start driving or go on vacation or start a meeting.

Busy button, both automatically launch the Busy application

pushed, play an automated voice response to a caller and then

a text message or voice message or both types of messages
from a ringtone service or some other service like a ringtone

45

favored since to push two buttons on a cell phone simulta

neously in a moving car would probably require both hands
which would be dangerous. However, the hot key and the

A conventional cell phone, preferably one which displays
the identity of a caller or text sender who is in the address

other key could be located next to each other such that one

book of the owner of the cell phone is modi?ed to implement
the teachings of the invention. The modi?cation involves

?nger can push both simultaneously.
50

(or one or two keystrokes of existing keys), hereafter some
times referred to as Busy buttons, which can be pushed to
55

message to the caller. These embodiments involve in the case
of an SMS message, automatically playing a macro (giving

60

the appropriate series of commands) which makes the appro
priate function calls to the operating system of the phone
and/or application programmatic interface calls to the SMS
application to do whatever is necessary to manipulate the
SMS application. The series of functions performed by this

automatically send a pre-typed text message and/or answer an

incoming call and send a pre-recorded voice message to the

caller if the Busy: Respond LaterTM application has been
launched and the user chooses not to immediately answer the

text or phone call while driving or otherwise engaged. In

some embodiments, the Busy: Respond LaterTM application
process might be launched manually by the user before he or
she starts to drive, etc. In other embodiments, the Busy:

In some embodiments, one button (or a hot key and another

button) is pushed to respond automatically to a text message
just received with a pre-typed message, and another button is
pushed to answer an incoming call and play a pre-recorded

having either one or two new buttons on the phone or keypad

“macro” are to: select the SMS message just received; put the

Respond LaterTM application process is automatically

SMS application in reply mode; put a pre-typed message in
the keyboard buffer or wherever symbols typed from the

launched when the GPS of the phone senses the phone is

cess is automatically launched when the phone is booted up.

keyboard are stored when an SMS message is composed; and
give the operating system a send command to send the pre
typed message. In the case of an incoming phone call the

In the claims, the step of launching the Busy: Respond

Busy: Respond LaterTM macro makes the appropriate func

moving at a speed faster than a user can walk. In other

embodiments, the Busy: Respond LaterTM application pro

65
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tion calls to the operating system to: answer an incoming call;
retrieve a digitized voice message and send that data to the

key; 2) select the text message Which has just been received:
3) do Whatever is necessary for the particular host cell phone
in Which the Busy: Respond LaterTM technology is resident to
put the cell phone in reply mode to reply to the text message
just received; 4) do Whatever is necessary for the particular
host cell phone in Which the Busy: Respond LaterTM technol

processor buffer Where digitiZed data from the cell phone’s
microphone is stored; and send the data to the transceiver
used to transmit voice data for a cell phone call: and auto
matically hang up the phone or route the call to voicemail.
In the preferred, context-sensitive embodiments, a single
context-sensitive button is pushed (or a hot key and another
button) Which responds to a text message automatically if a
text message has just been received or ansWers and incoming

ogy is resident to automatically enter characters of a reply text
message that informs the sender of the text message that the

recipient is busy and cannot respond immediately; and 5) do
Whatever is necessary for the particular host cell phone in
Which the Busy: Respond LaterTM technology is resident to

call and responds by playing a pre-recorded message.
In one push, non-hot-key embodiments, a text message is
automatically responded to after one push of a neWly added

give the command to send the text message. Thus, a user of a

cell phone can reply to an incoming text message automati
cally With a single push of a button, Which can easily be
accomplished While the user is driving or otherWise engaged
and cannot respond to the text message just received safely or
Who simply does not Wish to respond to the text message just

SMS button or key or one push of a pre-existing button or key

With a pre-typed reply message that the oWner of the phone is
busy driving or otherWise engaged and cannot respond to a
text message Which has just been received.

In one push non-hot-key embodiments, an incoming phone
call is responded to automatically With a single button push of
a neWly added Busy: Respond LaterTM CALL button or key or
a button or key Which already exists on the phone or keyboard

received immediately. At least one example Will be given
20

beloW for speci?c cell phone technology.

25

cell phone is driving or otherWise does not Wish to speak With
the caller but Wishes to tell the caller the user is busy and
cannot speak With the caller at the moment, the Busy:
Respond LaterTM technology 12 comprises a button or “key”

In the case of an incoming phone call While the user of the

Which causes the incoming call to be ansWered and a pre

recorded message played that informs the caller that the
oWner of the cell phone is busy and cannot speak With the
caller at the moment.

The technology varies from phone to phone in terms of the
type of software and the function calls made to manipulate the

on the cell phone or on the “keypad” or “keyboard” of the cell

phone Which: 1) receives the push of the Busy: Respond

operating system, SMS application and phone call applica
tion Which implements the Busy: Respond LaterTM technol
ogy, referred to in the claims as an automated response appli

30

cation program. Basically, the Busy: Respond Later
technology functions, When triggered, to do Whatever is nec
essary on the host phone to give the appropriate commands to
designate the text message to Which an automated reply is
being sent, select it and enter the reply mode, enter the pre

user is driving or otherWise busy and cannot talk to the caller
35

send command. In the case of an incoming phone call, the

Busy: Respond Later technology, When triggered, makes
Whatever function calls are necessary to ansWer an incoming
40

teachings of the invention ?nd, utility and a block diagram of
a broad concept according to the appended claims de?ning a

areas on the desktops or any display such as the display of the
keyboard on touchscreen cell phones or smartphones such as
the iPhoneTM.
45

necessary to respond to an incoming phone call or a text
received, or there can be tWo keys, one to respond to text
50

messages just received and one to respond to an incoming

phone call.
A typical environment in Which the teachings are

employed is shoWn in FIG. 1. The cell phone 10 is coupled by
55

on the cell phone or on the “keypad” or “keyboard” Which can

be pushed When the user of the cell phone is driving or
otherWise busy and receives an incoming text message or

There can be a single key for the Busy: Respond LaterTM
technology Which is context sensitive and does Whatever is
message Which Was just received, depending upon Which Was

functionality Which the inventors believe is novel and not

obvious. A cell phone 10 Which is capable of sending and
receiving text messages has circuitry and softWare 11 Which
is conventional for sending and receiving text messages and
making and receiving phone calls but Which is modi?ed With
a Busy: Respond LaterTM technology 12 Which carries out
functions according to the appended claims. The Busy:
Respond LaterTM technology 12 comprises a button or “key”

and keyboards such as are found on most cell phones such as

the BlackberryTM smartphone but also on touch sensitive

the appended claims.
The message that is sent to respond to an incoming text just
received or played to an incoming caller could be anything. “I
am driving and cannot respond immediately” is one example.
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the environment in Which the

at the moment; and 4) does Whatever is necessary for the

particular host cell phone in Which the Busy: Respond
LaterTM technology is resident to hang up the phone.
The terms “button,” “key,” “keypad” and “keyboard” in
embodiments described herein include not only physical keys

recorded text message and, ?nally, to automatically give the

call automatically and play a pre-recorded message to the
incoming caller and then hang up the phone or route it to
voicemail. All processes Which Work for Whatever phone the
technology is implemented on are intended to be covered by

LaterTM key; 2) does Whatever is necessary for the particular
host cell phone in Which the Busy: Respond LaterTM technol
ogy is resident to ansWer the incoming phone call; 3) does
Whatever is necessary for the particular host cell phone in
Which the Busy: Respond LaterTM technology is resident to
play a pre-recorded message to the caller indicating that the

60

radio frequencies carriers 14 to a conventional cell system 16
such as the Sprint cellular system. Cellular systems include
transceivers that handle voice signals that have been con
verted to digital data and modulated onto an RF carrier Which

is routed by router 18 to landline sWitching circuitry for
hardWired telephony, commonly referred to as plain old tele
phone service or POTS 20. The conventional telephony cir
cuitry routes voice signals and/ or digital data along a path to

phone call to Which the user cannot or does not Wish to

conventional Wired phones 22. The router 18 also routes

respond to immediately.
The Busy: Respond Later technology 12 also comprises

packets containing digitiZed voice data of conversations

Whatever circuitry and/or softWare Which is necessary for the
particular host cell phone to, in the case of an incoming text

message: 1) receive the push of the Busy: Respond LaterTM

65

betWeen cell phones to other cell systems (Which can include
the cell system of Which phone 10 is resident) Which sends the
packet data on to the one of cell phone 26 Which is at the other
end of the conversation after modulating the data onto an RF
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carrier of the proper frequency and using the modulation

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example along the lines of
the teachings of the invention in the form of a BlackberryTM
Bold smartphone that has been modi?ed to add tWo Busy:

scheme in use for voice conversations in the cell system 24.
It is possible for text messages to be sent to a cell phone

from a computer. For example, client computer 30 coupled to
server 32 via LAN 33 can send a text message to cell phone 10

Respond LaterTM keys 50 (SMS) and 52 (Call) to the already
existing keyboard 54 of the phone or tWo Busy: Respond

via an Internet Service Provider 38, the internet 34 and data
router 18 in cell system 1 6. Link 38 represents both an ISP and
some sort of physical layer modem to connect the server 32 to
the internet such as a UVERSETM modem, cable modem,

phone such as the iPhoneTM. The Busy keys 50 and 52 can also
be placed anyWhere else on the phone such as the sides, top or
bottom of the phone so that they can be easily found by feel

LaterTM touchscreen areas to the display on a touchscreen

satellite service modem, POTS dial up modem, etc. Text
messages from cell phone 10 are packetiZed and sent back via
the SMS channel of the cell system 16 (part of the control
channel used for call setup), data router 18, internet 34 and
ISP 38, server 32 to client computer 30. Some computers 36
are coupled to the internet 34 directly and not through a LAN
such as by a Wireless broadband USB card, cell phone acting

Without looking at the keypad or keyboard. The smartphones
and all other modern cell phones have a softWare stack archi
tecture (to be described further beloW) starting With an oper
ating system or kernel Which controls processing by the

microprocessor 54. Key pushes are detected by the keypad
controller 56 and sent to the microprocessor 54. Modi?ca
tions (not shoWn) to the softWare that controls processor 54 to

as a modem or any other type modem supplied by an Internet

implement the Busy: Respond LaterTM functionality Will be

Service Provider (ISP) such as UVERSETM, Comcast, etc.
Details of hoW cellular systems Work can be found in

Macario, Raymon, “Cellular Radio: Principles and Design”
(McGraW Hill 1997).

20

Text messages of the Short Message Service or SMS are
methods of communication that send text betWeen cell
phones or from a PC to a cell phone. SMS messages are

limited to 160 characters total. Even if a person is not talking

25

on their cell phone, the phone is constantly sending and
receiving information. It is talking to its cell phone toWer over

the context and assumes a push of the spacebar right as the
?rst thing that happens after a text Was received means the
Busy: Respond LaterTM auto message is to be sent to the

a data pathWay called a control channel modulated onto a
radio carrier. The reason for this chatter is so that the cell

phone knoWs Which cell your phone is in so that it can be
found for incoming calls or texts and so that the cell phone can
change cell toWers as it moves around. Every so often, the
phone and the toWer exchange a packet of data that lets both

30

phone to play its ringtone. The toWer in cell system 16 also
gives your phone a pair of voice channel frequencies, one to

incoming phone call is ringing means the Busy: Respond
35

ality.
40

ignore button is pushed on a BlackberryTM or iPhoneTM When

Those skilled in the art appreciate hoW the hardWare of the
50

RAM memory manufactured by Samsung. A quad band
transceiver 64 implements GSM protocol RF transmission
and reception so the phone can be used in GSM systems here
and abroad for phone calls. A tri-band RF transceiver 66 does
the transmitting and receiving of RF carriers modulated With

control channel. The text message packet or packets How to

the cell system toWer in Which the sender phone resides, then
to the centraliZed SMSC symboliZed by router 18. In some
60

and sWitching system separate from the routing and sWitching

tination phone number, the format, etc.

phone Works so only brief explanation Will be given here.
PoWer is supplied by li-ion rechargeable battery 58 and a
poWer management circuit 60 controls the charging of the
battery and reporting its status. Circuit 62 is fusion ?ash
nonvolatile memory and volatile dynamic random access

55

Which is modulated onto a radio carrier and sent as data on the

system Which handles voice call data. From the SMSC, the
text message is routed to the cell toWer in Which the recipient
phone resides and sent out to the phone on that toWer’ s control
channel. The actual format of the SMS packets includes
things like the length of the message, a time stamp, the des

going voice message can be played and then the phone is
diverted directly into voicemail such as happens When the
another call comes in While the user is talking on a ?rst call.

The cell system has a core netWork Which includes a cen

embodiments (not shoWn), the SMSC is a separate routing

In the embodiment of FIG. 2 one Busy key 50 (SMS) is
pushed to automatically reply to an SMS text message just
received and a second Busy key 52 (CALL) is pushed to
automatically ansWer an incoming phone call before it goes to
voicemail and play a pre-recorded message that the user of the
cell phone is driving or otherWise engaged and cannot speak
to the caller at the moment. In some embodiments, the out

45

traliZed SMSC (Short Message SWitching Controlisymbol
iZed by router 18 in FIG. 1). When somebody sends a text
message, the text message is packetiZed into a data packet

LaterTM message shouldbe sent to the caller since there Would
be no other reason to push that key in that situation since it has
nothing to do With ansWering the call or diverting it to voice

mail in the absence of the Busy: Respond LaterTM function

transmit on and one to receive on, for full duplex communi

cation. The control channel also provides the digital data
pathWay for SMS messages and router 18 Which routes pack
ets of digitiZed voice data and also routes packets of SMS
data. Internet Web broWsing and e-mail are different digital
data pathWays that are separate from the data pathWays used
to send and receive digitiZed voice data and SMS messages.
Data router 40 is actually in the Web and e-mail data pathWay
of the cell system 16 and is used by the cell phone 10 to send
and receive e-mail messages and to broWse the WorldWide
Web.

sender of that text just received. LikeWise, the softWare
assumes that a push of the shift or symbol key While an

of them knoW everything is in good Working order and Who is
Where in the cell system. This is called a handshake.
The cell phone also uses the control channel for call setup.
When someone tries to call your phone, the cell toWer sends
your phone a message over the control channel telling your

describedbeloW. In other embodiments, the tWo Busy keys 50
and 52 represent keys on the conventional keypad 54 Which
are reprogrammed to trigger the Busy: Respond LaterTM
function When pressed When an incoming text just arrived or
When an incoming call is arriving. These can be single key
pushes of, for example, the space bar When an incoming text
has just been received or a single push of the shift or symbol
key When an incoming call is arriving. The softWare senses

digital data packets for Web broWsing, e-mail, etc. These
transceivers receive transmit data from processor 54 and send
received data to it.

65

PoWer ampli?er 68 ampli?es RF carriers modulated With
GSM protocol voice data and is coupled to antenna 70. PoWer
ampli?ers 72 and 74 amplify transmitted and received RF

carrier signals modulated by code division multiple access
(CDMA) data for broWsing, e-mail etc.
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seconds to doWnload a 3-minute MP2 song). For comparison,
the fastest 2G phones can achieve 144 Kbps. 3G phones are
like mini laptops and can support video conferencing, receiv

LCD controller 76 allows processor 54 to control the

phone’s display 78.
Still photograph camera and video camera 80 receives
commands from processor 54 to snap pictures or take video
and sends the captured photo or video data to processor 54.
Bluetooth transceiver 82 couples processor 54 to external
devices such as car phone systems or Bluetooth headsets to
alloW phone calls to be heard through the car audio or a
Wireless external headset.

ing streaming video from the internet, sending and receiving
faxes and instantly doWnloading e-mail With attachments. 4G
protocols are even faster and they are being deployed noW.
General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) is an older Wireless
netWork data transfer protocol for smartphones that is a
packet based communication service. It is a 25G protocol
that Was the standard till recently. It is a packet-sWitched,
alWays-on connection that remains active as long as the phone
is Within range of a toWer. It alloWs the smartphone to do

GPS receiver 84 receives GPS signals, determines the
phone’s position and sends that data to processor 54.
802.11 a/b/g transceiver 86 alloWs the phone to couple
Wirelessly to the internet as a client computer through other
than the cell system’s data path. PMIC Wi-? circuit 88 man

things like run applications remotely over the netWork, inter
face With the internet, participate in instant messenger ses

ages poWer for the Wi-? access process. PoWer ampli?er 90

sions, act as a Wireless modem for a computer and transmit

couples the Wi-? RF signals from Wi-? transceiver 86 to
antenna 92 for 802.11a protocol signals in the 5 GHZ band,
and poWer amp 94 couples Wi-? 2.4 GHZ RF signals from
Wi-? transceiver 86 in the 801.11 b/ g protocol.
The audio of phone calls and other audio from movies

and receive e-mails. It is limited to 114 kilobytes per second,
so it has been replaced by Enhanced Data GSM Environment
(EDGE) protocols Which can transmit at 384 kbps, but it is
still a 25G protocol. 3G protocols transmit data in megabits
20

per second (some as fast as 10 Mbps) and are taking over.

25

Some US carriers such as SprintTM offer 3G protocols
(EVDO). NTT DoCoMo Inc. tested a 4G protocol Feb. 9,
2007 that is 500 times faster than 3G protocols, and those
protocols Will eventually take over. The teachings of the
invention may be employed in all these protocols.

being played back is converted from digital to analog by
Codec 96 and coupled to speaker 98, earpiece 100 and head

phone jack 102.
SIM card 104 stores all the phones contacts and settings
and identi?es the user and the user’s account. It Works only
With GSM phones such as the iPhone and Blackberry and not

With CDMA phones from Sprint or Verizon.
Controller chip 106 establishes a USB 2.0 interface for a
micro-USB port 108 on the phone so that data and photos can
be uploaded from the phone to a computer and for a Micro SD
slot 110 so that an auxiliary memory card can be inserted in

The Modi?ed SoftWare Stack Architecture
FIG. 4 is a diagram of the modi?ed softWare stack archi
30

the phone.
Microphone 112 and analog-to-digital converter 114 con
vert voice sound Waves to analog signals and analog signals to
digital data for processor 54 to use in phone calls, recording

The typical software of a smartphone can be visualized as
a stack. At each layer of the stack there are programs and

application programmatic interfaces or APIs. APIs provide
35

access to functions of a program invoked through its API

Without the programmer of the calling program needing to
knoW the details of the structure and operation of the called

voice notes, taking movies, etc.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of another smartphone Which has
a single, context-sensitive Busy key 120 that has either been
added to the existing keypad 122 and read by keypad control
ler 124 or Which is an existing key on the keypad 122 Which

tecture of a typical smartphone to Which the Busy: Respond
LaterTM application has been added.

program.
At the loWest level is the kernel 160. The kernel is the
40

operating system Which implements management systems

is read by the software through controller 124. The Busy key

for processes and some drivers for hardWare. The kernel of a

120 can also be placed anyWhere else on the phone such as the
sides, top or bottom of the phone so that they can be easily

cell phone, among other things, manages the hardWare cir
cuitry and softWare resources for the keyboard, the display
screen or touchscreen, the address book, the phone dialer, the
battery and the netWork connection. The operating system
provides a stable, consistent interface for application pro
grams on the application layer 168 including the Busy:
Respond LaterTM application 169 to deal With the hardWare of
the smartphone Without having to knoW the hardWare cir

found by feel Without looking at the keyboard. In any of these
embodiments, the key is read in a context sensitive Way so as

45

to trigger a Busy: Respond LaterTM function When it is pushed
after a text message has been received or When an incoming

call is arriving. All other hardWare of the phone is conven
tional and Will not be explained in great detail here since its
structure and operation is familiar to those skilled in the art.
Microprocessor 126 is controlled by a softWare architecture
to be explained beloW comprised of an operating system,

50

To the extent poWer on self test code and BIOS code are

used in cell phone operating systems as they are in desktop
computers, the kernel implements these functions as code

various drivers and application programs as Was the case for

the smartphone example of FIG. 2. The 3G/4G modem inter
faces the smartphone 121 to the data router 40 (FIG. 1) of the
cell system 16 (FIG. 1) and to the internet. This circuit imple

cuitry of the particular smartphone upon Which the applica
tion is resident.

55

stored in nonvolatile memory such as ROM or FLASH

memory. A bootstrap loader code section may also be stored

ments a netWork protocol Which is intended for multimedia

in nonvolatile memory and functions to load the kernel or

smartphones and features increased bandWidth and transfer
rates to accommodate Web-based applications and phone

operating system into memory of the phone to take over
further processing, set up divisions of memory that hold the
operating system, user information and applications and it

based audio and video ?les. 3G modems can implement one
of several cellular access technologies: CDMA 2000 Which is

based upon 2G or second generation Code Division Multiple
Access modulation of RF carriers With data packets;
WCDMA Which stands for Wideband Code Division Mul
tiple Access; and TD-SCDMA Which stands for Time Divi
sion Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access. 3G net

Works have potential transfer speeds up to 3 Mbps (about 15

60

establishes data structures to hold the myriad of signals, ?ags
and semaphores needed to communicate Within and betWeen

the subsystems and applications of the computer. Finally, it
turns control over to the operating system kernel 160 Which,
65

inter alia, performs processor management, memory manage

ment, device management, storage management, application
programmatic interface and user interface functions. These
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functions of the kernel also allow the user of the phone to

Drivers on the various layers like layer 166 are programs
that act as translators betWeen the electrical signals of the

multitask and run more than one application at a time. When

ning, it may cause several other processes to launch simulta

circuitry in the phone such as the keyboard and display and
the high level programming instructions of the operating sys

neously such as launching the text messaging function (pos

tem. Drivers take data that the kernel 160 has de?ned as a ?le

sibly on layer 162 or possibly one of the functions of the
kernel 160ithe layer is not important) and memory access or
storage I/O process to retrieve the con?guration ?le data, if a

locations on storage devices as a series of laser pulses in a

an application like the Busy: RespondTM application is run

and translates the data into streams of bits stored in speci?c

printer. In the case of the Busy: Respond LaterTM application
a driver program in layer 166 takes the pre-recorded text ?le

con?guration ?le is used, and to retrieve the pre-typed text
message designated to be sent When the Busy key (SMS) 50

171 to be sent When the Busy key (SMS) 50 or Busy key

(Context Sensitive) 120 is pushed and places it in the key
board buffer 175 When the Busy: Respond LaterTM applica

or Busy key (Context Sensitive) 120 is pushed. The Busy:
Respond LaterTM application is a process in the operating
system sense of the Word meaning it is softWare that performs
the designated action and it can be controlled by the user,
other application or by the operating system. The kernel 160
schedules processor time for the Busy: Respond LaterTM
application and suspends it When necessary to run other pro
cesses or handle interrupts. Interrupts are signals sent to the
processor by hardWare or softWare to cause the kernel to
handle some need of the sender of the interrupt. To alloW
multiple processes to appear to run on the phone simulta

tion sends API function calls to the kernel asking it to activate
the text messaging application and send a text message. The

keyboard buffer 175 is used by the operating system to feed
characters to the text messaging packetiZation process When
that process is activated. The characters of the pre-recorded
text mes sage are then fed into the text message packetiZation
20

process can handle the characters and When it needs them.
The text message packetiZation process builds a control

packet having the pre-recorded text message therein and

neously, the kernel sWitches betWeen different processes
thousands of times per second. Each process uses a certain

amount of RAM, and uses registers, stacks and queues Within
the processor and operating system memory to do its process.
The kernel allocates a certain number of processor cycles to
the process. When those cycles are expended, the kernel
sWitches processes by allocating a certain number of proces
sor cycles to the neW process, making a copy of all the regis

process from the keyboard buffer 175 under command of the
operating system as fast as the text message packetiZation

25
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ters, stacks, ?ags and queues used by the process being sus

pended (process #1) and noting the point in process #1 Where

sends it. More details of this Will be explained beloW.
The operating system kernel 160 can be anything such as

the operating systems provided by Research in Motion for the
BlackberryTM smartphone, WindoWs MobileTM, the iPhoneTM
operating system, the PalmTM operating system for any of its
smartphones or, preferably, the open source operating system
AndroidTM for the Goo gle smartphone. The operating system
controls the hardWare circuitry shoWn in block diagrams of
FIGS. 2 and 3 and the hardware could also be the Google

execution Was suspended (making a copy of the program

smartphone circuitry commercially available from High Tech

counter). Process #2 is then started by loading the registers,
stacks, queues, ?ags previously stored for process #2 and

Computer Corporation (HTC) from TaiWan and knoWn as the
HTC G1TM smartphone. The Android operating system is
open source though and is designed to support phones made
by different manufactures unlike the iPhone operating system

35

setting the program counter at the count at Which it Was

suspended When process #2 Was last suspended. After process
#2 completes its allocated number of processor cycles, its
registers, stacks, queues, ?ags and program count are copied
and the process #1 is restored by bringing the copies of the
registers, stacks, queues, ?ags and program count back into
the appropriate registers and memory locations. Each process

40

application for the phone. The Android operating system
supports the hardWare (not shoWn) of the HTC G1 smart

phone Which includes a microprocessor (Qualcomm 7201)

has a process control block With an ID for the process, point
ers to the locations in the program and its data Where process

ing last occurred, register contents, states of various ?ags and

45

sWitches, pointers to the upper and loWer bounds in memory
required for the process, a list of ?fes opened by the process,
a priority of the process and the status of all input/output
devices needed by the process.
Each process has a status associated With it. Many pro

coupled to a 3 .2 inch LCD touchscreen (Which slides aside to
expose a full QWERTY keyboard), a GPS transceiver, 192
megabytes of random access memory, an accelerometer, an
electronic compass, a 3.2 megapixel camera and WiFi and 3G

connectivity circuitry (transmitters, poWer ampli?ers, driv
50

cesses consume no processor time until they get some sort of

input such as a keystroke from the user. The Busy: Respond
LaterTM application is an example of such a process. Until the

Busy key is pushed, the Busy: Respond LaterTM application
169 does not do anything. While it is Waiting, it is “sus
pended” and all the information in the process control block
for the Busy: Respond LaterTM application’ s process is main

Which is exclusive to the hardWare of the iPhoneTM. Because
the AndroidTM operating system is open source, its source
code is available to any developer Who Wishes to create an

55

ers, protocol layers to do packetiZation, etc.). There is also a
memory storage card expansion slot. A USB adapter provides
headphone support. The Android operating system Was built
using the Linux version 2.6 operating system. The Android
kernel includes: memory management programs; security
settings; poWer management softWare and several hardWare
drivers. A driver is softWare that alloWs the operating system
to control a circuit. For example, the Android camera driver
alloWs the user to send commands to the camera such as take

tained. The process control block may be created in some

a photo, store the photo, delete the photo, display the photo,

embodiments, When the Busy: Respond LaterTM application

etc.

is launched just before the driver starts driving or attending a
meeting that is not to be interrupted. In other embodiments,
the Busy: Respond LaterTM application does not launch until

60

libraries that provide the functionality of the smartphone such
as security, Web broWsing, PDA functions, messaging, calcu
lator, calendar, still and video pictures, etc. As mentioned

the Busy key is pushed.
The kernel also does memory management by setting up
memory boundaries for each process and using the various
types of memory such as cache, RAM, virtual memory and
nonvolatile memory such as ?ash or disk drives (if present).

At the next level up in the softWare architecture of FIG. 4 is
the middleWare libraries 162 Which is a collection of softWare

65

above, some of these functions are built into the operating

system kernel in the preferred embodiments Where the kernel
160 is the Android operating system.
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the entire operating system does not have to be propagated
again With the changes to all the machines Which use it. These

The libraries of software layer 162 are sets of instructions

that control the smartphone operating system, microproces
sor and other hardware to handle different kinds of data. For

RF transmission and modulation functions are more likely to

example, the media framework library contains instructions
controlling hoW the operating system controls the hardWare
of the phone to support playback and recording of various

be on the AEE layer in the Android operating system since the
Android kernel is designed to support hardWare from differ

audio, video and picture formats. Think of the libraries as
specialists in speci?c tasks and the operating system as a
generalist that knoWs hoW to control the hardWare assets of

(AT&T) and some use CDMA protocol (Sprint).
In theAndroid operating system, the runtime layer 162 also
includes a library that implements the Dalvik Virtual
Machine. A virtual machine is a softWare application that

ent manufacturers and some of them use GSM protocol

the phone to carry out the instructions given by the specialist
library. There is likely to be a library to handle text messaging

behaves as if it Were an independent device With its oWn

and a library to handle phone functions such as ansWer a call,
play a voicemail message, hang up the call, ansWer an incom

that runs on an entirely different OS than the OS of the host

operating system. A virtual machine can emulate a computer

machine running the virtual machine application. That is hoW

ing call or ignore an incoming call during an ongoing call, etc.
These text and phone functions may be incorporated into the

Macs can display a WindoWs XP machine desktop and run

kernel 160 in some embodiments since they are so much an

WindoWs applications When running the ParallelsTM applica

intrinsic part of What every cell phone does and not special

tion. The Android kernel uses virtual machines to run each

add on functions such as video recording, audio recording,

application program as its oWn separate process. This alloWs
each application to run Without dependence on any other, and
prevents the crash of one application from crashing any other

audio playback and Web broWsing. Web broWsing is usually a
library and not built into the operating system in most

20

applications simultaneously running in their oWn virtual

embodiments.
The middleWare libraries use the hardWare circuits of the

machines. Running a separate virtual machine for every

phone to accomplish their functions by making Application

application also simpli?es memory management for the ker

Programmatic Interface (API) function calls to the kernel

nel. In some embodiments, the text messaging, phone func

160. For example, a Web broWser application can request a

25

tions and Busy: Respond LaterTM processes are each run on

Web page by making an appropriate function call to the kernel
commanding it to address the data communication interface

their oWn separate virtual machine running on the underlying

circuitry and cause it to transmit out to the internet a Uniform

The next level in the stack is a user interface and applica
tion frameWork 166 Which is a set of programs that cooperate

Resource Locator (URL) passed to the kernel With the API
function call. Each library of the middleWare layer itself has

platform, especially if the kernel 160 is AndroidTM OS.

30

an API Which alloWs the kernel to call the middleWare library
and pass it commands or data received from other circuits in

keyboard, trackball or other pointing device, etc.). Layer 166

the cell phone.

includes a display manager program in some embodiments

that is tightly tied to the kernel 160 and manages the phone

The next level up in the stack or even at the same layer as

the middleWare libraries is the Application Execution Envi
ronment (AEE) 164 is a layer of tools Which alloWs develop

35

display for the kernel. Such basic functions as resource allo

cation, telephone applications, sWitching betWeen processes
or programs and keeping track of the phone’s physical loca
tion are done at this layer 166 in the embodiments using the
Android kernel and in many other embodiments. The appli

ers to create their oWn programs. In the Android operating

system, AEE layer 164 is at the same layer as the middleWare
libraries 162 and comprises a set of core JAVA libraries that

Android application program developers use to develop
application programs for the phone. Application programs for

With the operating system to implement the basic functions of
the phone and its user interface (drive and read the display,

40

cation frameWork 166 can be thought of as a set of basic tools

the phone are like the softWare programs you use on your

Which application developers can access to build higher level
and more complex applications on the application layer 168

computer to do speci?c things like recording voice memos,
broWse the Internet, send and receive e-mail, send and receive

the Busy: Respond LaterTM application 169 is shoWn as its

text messages. On some cell phones such as the BlackberryTM

and for the Busy: Respond LaterTM application 169. Although
45

or iPhoneTM smartphones, applications do things like GPS
navigation, ?nding the closest parking structure or restaurant,
remembering Where you parked your car and pointing it out

factory, in reality, to the kernel, the Busy: Respond LaterTM
application is just another application on the application layer
168.

on a Google map, etc. Some of these functions like GPS

navigation, etc. may also be on the application layer 168.
Basically, functions of the phone may be put on various layers
such as the application layer or middleWare library layer, but

50

some are more appropriate for certain layers rather than oth
ers. It does not matter for purposes of the invention Which

layer upon Which speci?c functions needed for the various
embodiments are implemented. The particular layer a func

55

functions that may be improved or altered or Which processes

(2.5G to 3G for example) are implemented separately from
the kernel so that When changes or improvements are made,

The programs on application frameWork layer 166 include
softWare that renders the graphics and layouts seen on the

display. Basically, this layer of softWare, in most embodi
ments, includes drivers and interfaces With the display, key
board and pointing device and may provide I/ O services to all
the other memory and storage devices in the phone. Memory
and storage device I/ O services and drivers may be included

tion is on is not at this time thought to be critical to the

invention. For example, texting may be on the application
layer 168, in the kernel 160, in the middleWare libraries 162 or
the runtime Java libraries.
The AEE layer 164 may include the GSM radio frequency
transmitter driver or CDMA radio frequency transmitter
driver also in some embodiments although that function may
also be incorporated into the kernel or other layers. Generally

oWn layer in FIG. 4 because it is an add-on application that
most smartphones may not have When they come from the

in the kernel 160 in some embodiments.

Finally, there is the application suite 168. This softWare

layer represents the softWare applications that implement
60

various basic functions the user can invoke such as making

phone calls or receiving them, accessing the Web broWser,
accessing the contacts list or address book, etc. Some of the

basic applications of the Sprint BlackberryTM phone, repre
65

sented by icons on the desktop are: launching the Web
broWser and sending it a URL to direct it to the SprintTM

softWare store, making entries on calendars, setting alarms,
reading and sending e-mail, receiving and sending text mes
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sages via SMS (if this function is not in the kernel), making
and receiving phone calls (if this function is not in the kernel),

(signi?ed by the lithe other option might be 0 for a serial
?le), Will have a name typed in by the user (% Name) and Will

using GPS navigation, performing instant messaging, locking
the phone keyboard, performing media playback, performing

the ?le (signi?ed by the 2iother options might be Zero for a

Web broWsing (if not on the library layer 162), vieWing an

be a siZe that varies depending on hoW much data is stored in
5

automatically compiled log of incoming and outgoing calls,

?xed siZe, and 1 for a ?le that groWs as data is added but does

not shrink When data is removed). The folloWing is What the
operating system does to turn the instruction into action.

vieWing live TV, displaying a map, etc.
A barebones system to practice the invention only needs

The operating system 160 sends a query to the memory
management function of the kernel 160 to get the location of
the ?rst available free storage location.
With that information, the operating system creates an

the kernel and I/O services softWare for the memory or stor

age device in Which pre-typed text messages or outgoing

voice messages are stored, display, keyboard and pointing
device drivers and the protocol layer or library or application
that implements text message functions and phone functions
such that a prede?ned text or voice message may be sent by a
touch of a button to the sender of an incoming text or the caller

entry in the ?le system of the cell phone shoWing the begin
ning and ending locations of the ?le, the name of the ?le, the
?le type, Whether the ?le has been archived, Which users have
permission to look at or modify the ?le, and the date and time

of an incoming phone call.

of the ?le’s creation.

The operating system Writes information at the beginning

The Busy: Respond LaterTM Application Process

The Busy: Respond LaterTM application (BRL process)

of the ?le that identi?es the ?le, sets up the type of access
possible and includes other information that ties the ?le to the
20

application. In all of this information the queries to the disk
drive and addresses of the beginning and ending point of the

and its Application Programmatic Interface (API) is shoWn at
169 in FIG. 4. It is typically part of the application layer 168

?le are in formats heavily dependent on the manufacturer and

even though it appears in FIG. 4 to be its oWn layer. The Busy

model of the phone.

keys are shoWn at 50 (SMS), 52 (Call) and 120 (Context
Sensitive). If the embodiment is a one-key context sensitive
embodiment, then only one key 120 is present. If the embodi
ment is a tWo key embodiment. Busy keys (SMS) 50 and
(Call) 52 are both present. Any of these keys can be neWly
added buttons or keys or existing keys on the phone or key
board. In some embodiments Where existing keys are used for

Because the programmer has Written the program to use the
25

every possible phone and memory structure. The operating
30

Busy keys 50, 52 and 120, one of the keys on the keyboard
may be designated a hot key that must be simultaneously

system, connected to drivers for the various hardWare sub
systems, deals With the changing details of the hardWare. The
programmer must simply Write code for the API and trust the
operating system to do the rest.

Although the text ?les 171 and voice ?les 181 and con?gu

pushed to activate the existing key that represents Busy key 50
(SMS) or existing button or key that represents Busy key 52

(Call).

API for disk storage, the programmer doesn’t have to keep up
With the instruction codes, data types and response codes for

ration ?le 179 and Busy keys 50, 52 and 120 are shoWn as
35

connected to the Busy: Respond LaterTM application, these
are logical data paths only. In reality, the Busy: Respond

FIG. 4 shoWs hoW the BRL process 169 talks to the Busy

LaterTM application creates these ?les, accesses and reads the

keys 50, 52 or 120 and loads the pre-recorded text message(s)

?les, displays information on the display and reads the key
board and Busy keys through the operating system kernel and

171 or pre-recorded voice ?les 181 into memory 175 and 177

used by the operating system to send text messages or play
outgoing voice messages, respectively. The automatic text

its API 160 and the user interface driver frameWork and its
40

API 166 and drivers on layer 166 that do storage input/output

message to be sent in response to an incoming text is stored in

(I/O). Layer 166 includes drivers for the display and keyboard

?le 171 someWhere in memory on the smartphone. Multiple

and pointer device and storage such as RAM or FLASH

automatic response text ?les may exist and the user can select

memory of the smartphone. Preferably, the pre-recorded text

the mes sage to be sent by manipulating data in a con?guration

?le 179 during setup of the phone or just before starting to
drive or starting a meeting. LikeWise, digitiZed automatic

and voice messages in ?les 171 and 181 are stored in non
45

interface circuitry (drivers) to talk to the microprocessor,

voice response messages are stored in ?les 181 someWhere in
memory on the phone. Each ?le may have a different mes sage

typically through a bus and most if not all have driver appli
cations Which are softWare applications that alloW the oper

recorded by the user or doWnloaded from some service like a

ringtone doWnload service.

ating system to control the circuitry of the microprocessor to
50

As a speci?c example of hoW, in some embodiments, the

55

layer 168. The BRL app 169 makes one or more function calls

to the API of the kernel asking it to activate the voice notes
application and create a ?le With a speci?c name into Which
the pre-recorded voice mes sage is to be recorded. Suppose the

kernel provides anAPI function named MakeFile for creating
?les. When Writing the part of the BRL app 169 program that
creates the pre-recorded voice message ?le 181, the program

col RF transceiver 64, 3G protocol data transceiver 66, etc. to
enable the microprocessor to send and receive data to and
from these circuits.
FIG. 5 shoWs an example of a typical Way an automated
response Would Work for a text message just received after the

BRL process 169 (FIG. 4) is launched. Step 200 represents
the process of launching the BRL process Which is referred to
in the claims as an “automated response application pro
60

gram”. This launching step is performed manually in some
embodiments by the user ?nding a button or key or an icon for
the BRL process 169 on the phone, keypad, touchscreen or

mer Would insert a line that looks like this:
MakeFile [1, % Name, 2]

talk to the circuitry of the various peripheral devices such as

the display, keyboard, pointing device, memory, GSM proto

BRL process 169 creates pre-recorded text ?les 171 or pre

recorded voice ?les 181 consider the folloWing. Suppose a
pre-recorded voice ?le 181 is to be created by the BRL app
(hereafter Busy app) 169 using a voice notes application on

volatile memory. All the circuits shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3 have

desktop of the phone and selecting it. In other embodiments,
step 200 represents the step of automatically launching the

In this example, the instruction tells the operating system

BRL process 169 When the GPS of the phone detects that the
phone is moving at driving speeds (faster than a human can

160 to create a ?le that Will alloW random access to its data

Walk or run in some embodiments). In other embodiments,
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